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Abstract

This paper shows that scattered range data can be smoothed at low
cost by fitting a Radial Basis Function (RBF) to the data and con-
volving with a smoothing kernel (low pass filtering). The RBF
exactly describes the range data and interpolates across holes and
gaps. The data is smoothed during evaluation of the RBF by simply
changing the basic function. The amount of smoothing can be var-
ied as required without having to fit a new RBF to the data. The key
feature of our approach is that it avoids resampling the RBF on a
fine grid or performing a numerical convolution. Furthermore, the
computation required is independent of the extent of the smooth-
ing kernel, i.e., the amount of smoothing. We show that particular
smoothing kernels result in the applicability of fast numerical meth-
ods. We also discuss an alternative approach in which a discrete
approximation to the smoothing kernel achieves similar results by
adding new centres to the original RBF during evaluation. This
approach allows arbitrary filter kernels, including anisotropic and
spatially varying filters, to be applied while also using established
fast evaluation methods. We illustrate both techniques with LIDAR
laser scan data and noisy synthetic data.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Curve, surface, solid, and object represen-
tations]: Splines;

Keywords: Surface reconstruction, point-cloud surfacing, noise
reduction, spline smoothing, low pass filtering, anti-aliasing, Radial
Basis Functions.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with smoothing large scattered surface data
sets that contain noise or unwanted detail. The surfaces are typ-
ically irregularly sampled, exhibit varying sampling densities and
may contain large regions with few or no measurements, e.g. due
to occlusion. Such characteristics commonly occur when scanning
complicated objects. Figure 1 illustrates a typical example. Few
techniques are available for automatically modelling this type of
data. Implicit modelling of surfaces with Radial Basis Functions
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(RBFs) is a relatively recent technique in computer graphics which
offers the ability to interpolate across large, irregular holes in in-
complete surface data without constraining the topology of an ob-
ject or relying on a priori knowledge of its shape [Savchenko et al.
1995; Turk and O’Brien 1999; Morse et al. 2001; Carr et al. 2001].
While the results of RBF interpolation are encouraging for clean
data, problems remain with modelling noisy real-world data. Fur-
thermore, the issue of avoiding aliasing artefacts when evaluating
an RBF at low resolutions has not been discussed in the literature.
In this paper we show that an RBF representation of surface data
set can be smoothed by simply substituting the appropriate basic
function when evaluating the RBF. Furthermore, the applicability
of existing fast evaluation methods for certain types of smoothing
kernel make this approach computationally very effective.

Figure 1: Example of a typical surface fitting problem. (Left) Raw
point-cloud from a LIDAR scan of the Statue of Liberty. (Right)
RBF surface. The few viewpoints, oblique scanning angles and
large gaps make this a difficult problem for other techniques.

1.1 Implicit surface modelling with RBFs

[Savchenko et al. 1995] and [Turk and O’Brien 1999] first intro-
duced the concept of modelling surfaces implicitly as the zero-set
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of an RBF for surface point-cloud data and mesh data. In that con-
text the RBF is a continuous 3D function which is positive on one
side of the surface and negative on the other (See Figure 2). The
zero-set of the function defines a surface that smoothly interpolates
between the input surface points or mesh vertices, depending on
the case. RBFs are popular for interpolating scattered data as the
associated system of linear equations is guaranteed to be invertible
under very mild conditions on the locations of the data points [Ch-
eney and Light 1999; Micchelli 1986]. For example, the pseudo-
cubic spline used by Turk et al. only requires that the data points are
not co-planar. The process of fitting and evaluating an RBF, how-
ever, ordinarily involves intensive computation and is infeasible for
more than a few thousand surface points. Consequently early RBF
surface models were constrained to small data sets. More recently
[Morse et al. 2001] showed that large data sets can be modelled ef-
ficiently by using compactly supported basic functions. However,
the nature of a compact support inherently limits the ability to in-
terpolate across large holes and introduces a scale parameter.

Figure 2: Implicit model of a surface using a biharmonic Radial Ba-
sis Function (RBF). The RBF describes the distance to the surface.

[Carr et al. 2001] have demonstrated that RBFs can be used to
reconstruct surfaces from scattered point-cloud data consisting of
millions of points by exploiting fast algorithms from recent work in
numerical approximation [Beatson and Light 1997; Beatson et al.
2001]. In particular, they showed that the non-compactly supported
family of RBFs, known as polyharmonic splines, exhibit remark-
able extrapolation and interpolation (hole-filling) properties due to
their least energy characterisation. In that work a polyharmonic
spline was used to model a signed-distance metric computed near
an object’s surface. Off-surface points were projected along esti-
mates of the surface normal. Points on the surface were assigned
a zero value while points off the surface were assigned negative
distances, if inside the object, and positive distances if outside. The
line-of-sight to the scanner helped to determine which was the case.
An RBF was then fitted to the scattered distance data, and the sur-
face was reconstructed by iso-surfacing the RBF. The use of the
biharmonic (thin-plate) spline interpolant gave a visually pleasing
and physically plausible result. Figure 2 is an example of fitting a
biharmonic spline to incomplete mesh data following the method of
[Carr et al. 2001]. Near the surface the RBF approximates a signed-
distance function. In this paper we extend this work by developing
a Low Pass Filtering (LPF) strategy for noisy data which we call
implicit smoothing.

1.2 RBF interpolation

Before commencing a review of relevant techniques for fitting
RBFs to noisy data, it is helpful to make a few definitions. In gen-
eral, an RBF is a function of the form

s(x) = p(x) +

N
∑

i=1

λiφ(|x − xi|), (1.1)

where p is a polynomial of low degree and the basic function φ is
a real valued function on [0,∞), usually unbounded and of non-
compact support. We call the λi’s and the xi’s the weights and cen-
tres of the RBF. We refer to the process of solving for the weights
as fitting the RBF, and computing s(x) as evaluating the RBF. Pop-
ular choices for φ when modelling surface data include the non-
compactly supported biharmonic spline φ(r) = r, the triharmonic
spline φ(r) = r3 with quadratic polynomial, and the pseudo-cubic
spline φ(r) = r3 with linear polynomial [Turk et al. 2001].

The biharmonic and triharmonic splines are known as
“smoothest” interpolators in the sense that they minimise certain
energy functionals and interpolate the data. For example, given a set
of nodes {xi}N

i=1 ⊂ R
3 and a set of function values {fi}N

i=1 ⊂ R,
the biharmonic RBF s(x) satisfies the interpolation conditions
s(xi) = fi and minimises
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‖s‖2 is a measure of the energy in the second derivative of s. The
triharmonic spline minimises the corresponding energy in the 3rd
derivative of s.

1.3 RBF approximation and smoothing

In many practical problems exact interpolation is not required nor,
in the case of noisy data, desired. One way to acknowledge this is
to solve the interpolation system only to within a certain accuracy.
Thus, one seeks a spline of the form specified by Equation (1.1)
with low energy (high smoothness), such that

|fi − s(xi)| ≤ ε, i = 1, . . . , N. (1.3)

Such a model can be applied to fitting signed distance data from
a laser scanner. The fi would then be an estimate of the signed
distance to the surface, and ε could be chosen as an estimate of
the scanner error. This inexact fitting approach is followed by the
greedy algorithm fits of [Carr et al. 2001] where they seek to add
centres until the fit is sufficiently accurate. There is an inherent ten-
dency for such greedy algorithms to favour absorption of the low
frequencies first. Thus, while the criteria (1.3) does not enforce any
optimality, it usually leads to satisfactorily smooth fits with consid-
erable data reduction (i.e., fewer than N centres).

In many situations it will be reasonable to assume instead that
each measurement is the combination of a smooth underlying signal
and random noise. It is therefore sensible to trade smoothness of
fitted function against fidelity to the data as in problem 1.1.

Problem 1.1. (Spline smoothing) Given the nodes {xi}N
i=1 ⊂ R

d

minimize ρ‖s‖2 +
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(

s(xi) − fi

)2
, (1.4a)

where ρ ≥ 0 and ‖ · ‖ denotes the smoothness penalty defined by
Equation (1.2).

This approach is known as spline smoothing. The parameter ρ
balances smoothness against fidelity to the data [Wahba 1990]. The
solution to Problem 1.1 is also an RBF of the form (1.1) but it ap-
proximates the given values fi at the nodes xi. [Dinh et al. 2001]
and [Carr et al. 2001] have used spline smoothing to smooth noisy
surface data. Rather than choosing a global value for ρ, [Dinh et al.
2001] define a value at each data point, ρi, and adaptively vary
smoothing to preserve sharp corners and edges in the surface.
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(a) Input data (b) Exact fit (c) “Greedy” fit (d) Spline smoothing (e) Implicit smoothing

Figure 3: Smoothing techniques for fitting an RBF in 1D.

The difficulty with spline smoothing lies with interpreting ρ in
a physically meaningful way and choosing a sensible value. In the
context of modelling a surface, we often want to attenuate high fre-
quencies (random variations) in the surface data that are attributed
to noise or to fit a smooth surface within some distance of the ac-
tual surface measurements. The latter requires an estimate of the
magnitude of the noise present and this is related to the accuracy
of the scanner. In the case of spline smoothing, there is no obvious
relationship between ρ and the frequencies attenuated by fitting the
approximating RBF. The deviation from the surface nodes is related
to ρ but only by the product of ρ and the RBF weights λi which we
are trying to solve for, i.e.,

s(xi) = f i + ρλi. (1.5)

Consequently, estimating ρ while maintaining a given fitting tol-
erance is difficult. It is computationally expensive to iteratively
choose ρ since this involves fitting and evaluating an RBF multi-
ple times. Furthermore, in Equation (1.5) the λi are particular to a
given data set and so the corresponding value for ρ will not gener-
ally have a similar effect on different data sets.

Despite the difficulties with choosing parameters, spline smooth-
ing is very effective (Figure 7) and many authors make their param-
eter choices based on experience with particular types of data.

1.4 A low pass filter approach to smoothing

In this paper we consider traditional low pass filtering (LPF) of
noisy data. The advantages of this approach in the context of in-
terpolating surface data with RBFs are

• There is an intuitive control parameter (noise frequency)
• Efficient implementation — computation is independent of

kernel size
• Smoothing can be varied a posteriori during RBF evaluation

The method involves fitting an RBF to the data and then convolv-
ing with a smoothing kernel (a low pass filter). The linear nature
of the RBF means that this convolution can be carried out implicitly
through a change of basic function during the evaluation of the RBF.
The computation otherwise associated with smoothing the raw data
through convolution, by spatial or Fourier means, is avoided. Fur-
thermore, there is no requirement for the RBF to be evaluated on
a fine grid, and the degree of smoothing can be varied. The com-
putation required is independent of the extent of the corresponding
kernel (i.e., the amount of smoothing). Fast evaluation methods can
be used to evaluate the smoothed RBF for certain special choices of
φ and corresponding smoothing kernels.

Figure 3 illustrates in 1D the different approaches considered
here. Figure 3(a) is a noisy test data set, Figure 3(b) an exact fit RBF
and Figure 3(c) is a ’greedy’ fit as described in [Carr et al. 2001].
Figure 3(d) is an example of spline smoothing while Figure 3(e)
illustrates the LPF approach achieved by implicit smoothing.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the LPF approach to smoothing. Section 3 describes how
filtering is realised implicitly by a change of basic function and
gives the smoothing kernels that allow the use of fast evaluation
methods. In Section 4 we develop a discrete approximation that
leads to the possibility of alternative kernels, including anisotropic
and spatially varying kernels. Section 5 discusses results, and con-
clusions are presented in Section 6.

2 Low pass filtering

Low pass filtering is well-understood in signal processing. Al-
though such techniques have been applied to the manipulation of
geometric data in computer graphics before [Taubin 1995; Pauly
and Gross 2001], the use of Fourier-based smoothing techniques
has been hindered by the irregular nature of geometric data, both
point cloud and mesh data. [Taubin 1995; Pauly and Gross 2001]
and others have developed techniques for estimating the geometric
spectrum locally over 2D surface patches and consequently have
applied 2D linear filtering to smooth meshes or enhance edges. In
this section we consider filtering the 3D distance field described
by an RBF rather than the surface which it implicitly defines. A
very similar surface smoothing effect is achieved. This indirect ap-
proach avoids the former methods’ problem of deriving a tessella-
tion of 2D surface patches that are topologically equivalent to discs
over the object’s surface. The linear nature of the RBF represen-
tation means that adapting Fourier filtering techniques is relatively
straightforward, despite the highly irregular sampling of the under-
lying surface data.

2.1 The RBF as a convolution

We begin by noting that the RBF s(x) defined in Equation (1.1)
can be written as

s(x) = p(x) + (W ? Φ)(x) (2.1)

where ? is the convolution operator and Φ(x) = φ(|x|). The term
W (x) depends solely on the weights λi and centres xi, as defined
by

W (x) =
N

∑

i=1

λiδ(x − xi) (2.2)

where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.
We now consider forming a smoothed function ss(x) by apply-

ing a low pass filter to the RBF s(x). Mathematically this is repre-
sented by a convolution,

ss(x) = (s ? h)(x) (2.3)

where h(x) is the impulse response of the filter. In an image pro-
cessing context h(x) is also known as the point-spread function
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(PSF) of a blurring (smoothing) process. In this paper we refer
to h(x) as the smoothing kernel which we convolve with an RBF.
Since convolution is commutative, Equation (2.3) can be written as
either

ss(x) = (p ? h)(x) + [W ? (Φ ? h)] (x) (2.4)

or
ss(x) = (p ? h)(x) + [(W ? h) ? Φ] (x) (2.5)

The two forms of the convolution suggest two different smooth-
ing schemes, the first is substitution of a smoother function for the
original basic function (Section 3), the second is a discrete approx-
imation achieved by adding new centres to the RBF (Section 4).

3 Basic function substitution

Equation (2.4) suggests that smoothing, or indeed any type of linear
filtering, can be achieved by replacing the basic function Φ with a
new, smoother basic function Ψ where

Ψ(x) = (Φ ? h)(x). (3.1)

Unlike spline smoothing, where the smoothing is achieved during
fitting, this approach gives us the ability to smooth data after an
RBF has been fitted, during evaluation. The computationally inten-
sive task of solving the RBF system is done once. The weights λi

are determined for an ‘exact’ fit to the data using Φ as the basic
function. During evaluation, Φ is replaced by the smoother basic
function Ψ. The degree of smoothing is varied by choosing Ψ ap-
propriately. The full detail of the raw data is retained in the λi coef-
ficients. This approach is useful when an a priori estimate of noise
is not available, or when the RBF is being sub-sampled at different
resolutions, in which case h(x) is interpreted as an anti-aliasing
filter. Filtering is achieved implicitly through the change of basic
function, thus avoiding the computationally intensive alternatives
of convolution on a regular grid by spatial or Fourier methods.

The observation that a smoother basic function Ψ can be sub-
stituted for Φ during RBF evaluation is of limited practical benefit
unless corresponding fast methods exist for the efficient evaluation
of an RBF containing Ψ. In the special case where Φ is an odd
power of the modulus, which includes the biharmonic (|x|) and tri-
harmonic (|x|3) basic functions, smoothing kernels exist that, when
convolved with Φ, result in multiquadric basic functions (as defined
in Section 3.1). The availability of fast fitters for powers of the mod-
ulus [Beatson et al. 2000], and fast evaluators for the generalised
multiquadric (O(N log N)) [Cherrie et al. 2002], allows the method
to be applied to large data sets involving millions of scattered data
points.

This implicit smoothing point of view has been used to anal-
yse the error in quasi-interpolation by 1D multiquadrics [Beatson
and Dyn 1996]. Here we realise the advantages of applying the
approach to smoothing 3D data.

3.1 Generalised multiquadrics

We define the generalised multiquadric basic function as

Ψβ,c(x) = (|x|2 + c2)β/2, x ∈ R
d. (3.2)

where c > 0. These functions are most often considered in the case
that β is a positive odd integer. Ψβ,c can be viewed as a smoothed
out version of |x|β . This is readily apparent in Figure 4(a) which
compares |x| with the multiquadric (β = 1 case).

By generalising the 1D results of [Beatson and Dyn 1996] the
relationship between |x|β and (|x|2 + c2)β/2 can be expressed as

(a) The multiquadric (for vari-
ous values of c) and 3D bihar-
monic basic functions.

(b) The h3,1(x) smoothing
kernel plotted with c=1.0.

Figure 4: The multiquadric depicted in (a) can be written as the
convolution of |x|, the biharmonic basic function in 3D (also shown
in (a)) with the h3,1(x) smoothing kernel plotted in (b).

smoothing by convolution. More precisely, in odd dimensions (odd
d) and β > 0

Ψβ,c(x) = (Φβ ? hd,β)(x), (3.3)

where Φβ = |x|β and the convolution kernel hd,β(x) is the gener-
alised multiquadric with negative index Ψ−β−2d,c(x), normalised
to have integral one. That is

hd,β(x) = ad,βΨ−β−2d,c(x), (3.4)

where

ad,β = π−d/2cd+β Γ((β + 2d)/2)

Γ((β + d)/2)
. (3.5)

and Γ denotes the Gamma function [Abramowitz and Stegun 1965].
We are particularly interested in the biharmonic spline in 3D (d =
3, β = 1). In Table 1 we give the biharmonic and triharmonic basic
functions that have been used to model surface data and their cor-
responding smoothed basic function and the associated smoothing
kernel. The smoothing kernel h3,1 corresponding to the 3D bihar-
monic basic function is plotted in Figure 4(b). The linear poly-
nomial component of the 3D biharmonic RBF is preserved under
convolution with the kernel h3,1.

The Fourier transform of hd,β(x) is

Hd,β(u) =
21−(d+β)/2

Γ((β + d)/2)
K β+d

2

(c|u|) (c|u|)(β+d)/2 , (3.6)

where Kν is the usual modified Bessel function [Abramowitz and
Stegun 1965, pp.374–379]. Figure 5 illustrates the low pass nature
of the power spectrum of the 3D biharmonic smoothing kernel for
c = 1. The 3dB (half power) frequency is also shown.

Figure 5: Power spectrum of the h3,1(x) smoothing kernel.

The relationship between the multiquadric parameter c and the
degree of smoothing can be characterised by the effective width
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Un-smoothed Smoothed Smoothing kernel FWHM

β Φ(x) = |x|β Ψ(x) =
(

|x|2 + c2)
β
2 hd,β

1 3D biharmonic
√

|x|2 + c2
15c4

8π

(

|x|2 + c2)−7/2
2
√

22/7 − 1 c

|x| ≈ 0.9360 c

3 3D triharmonic order 3 multiquadric
105c6

32π

(

|x|2 + c2)−9/2
2
√

22/9 − 1 c

|x|3
(

|x|2 + c2
)(3/2) ≈ 0.8162 c

Table 1: The relationship between basic functions often used to model surfaces, the multiquadric and corresponding smoothing kernel h.

of the smoothing kernel h(x) at half its maximum. This is easily
computed from the kernel formulae and is more convenient than
computing the 3dB cutoff frequency shown in Figure 5 which is
determined numerically from Equation (3.6). In Table 1 the Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) is given in terms of the param-
eter c. Since the FWHM ≈ c, then c can be loosely interpreted as
the scale below which finer detail is lost or severely attenuated.

Figure 6 shows the results of fitting a 3D biharmonic RBF ‘ex-
actly’ to noisy LIDAR data (to an accuracy of 10−6mm), then eval-
uating the RBF without smoothing to generate the fitted surface. A
small sub-region, approximately 2m × 0.9m with a depth of 0.5m,
taken from a larger scan, is shown. Figure 7 illustrates the results
of implicit smoothing, i.e. evaluating the same RBF with the mul-
tiquadric basic function. Results are given for several values of
the smoothing parameter c and compared with similar results using
spline smoothing. Note that for each spline smoothing result a new
RBF was computed and evaluated while a single RBF was fitted
once and evaluated with three different values for c in the implicit
smoothing case. The values of ρ were chosen using trial and error
to find values giving similar amounts of smoothing.

Figure 6: An ‘exact’ fit, to an accuracy of 10−6mm, of an RBF to
the noisy LIDAR data studied in Figure 7.

Figure 8 is an example using artificial data. Figure 8(a) is the
pseudo ‘distance’ data. The samples lie within the unit cube and
the values of the distance function lie in a range from -0.5 to 0.5.
Figure 8(b) is the result of fitting an RBF to the data and evaluating
an isosurface corresponding to s(x) = 0. In Figure 8(c) random
uniform noise of magnitude ±0.1 was added to the data and an
RBF was then fitted and isosurfaced at the same threshold. The
addition of the noise has added a high frequency component to the
isosurface which is related to the local sampling density of the raw
data. Figure 8(d) is the result of evaluating the same RBF but with
implicit smoothing and a kernel width corresponding to c = 0.1.
Features occurring at a smaller scale than 0.1 are attenuated while
the low frequency components of the data, which correspond to the
genuine noise-free signal, are largely preserved.

4 Discrete smoothing

Recall that in Section 2.1 the smoothed RBF ss(x) was written in
two different forms. The second form (Equation (2.5)) suggests

that it would be useful to consider the case in which h(x) consists
of a number of delta functions, since then the term W ? h would
also consist of delta functions. Let us call such a kernel h(x) since
we will show that one can think of h(x) as a sampled version of a
continuous kernel h(x). On writing

h(x) =
M
∑

j=1

hjδ(x − lj) (4.1)

it follows from Equation (1.1) that

ss(x) =
M
∑

j=1

hjp(x − lj) +
N

∑

i=1

λi

M
∑

j=1

hjΦ(x − xi − lj) (4.2)

Note that the first term is a polynomial of the same degree as p(x).
Now on comparing Equation (4.2) with Equation (1.1), it is evident
that ss(x) is also an RBF, with M times as many centres as that
of s(x). Thus, the fast methods used in [Carr et al. 2001] can be
used to evaluate ss(x) efficiently. The convolution can thereby be
performed implicitly (as was the case for the method described in
Section 3), rather than evaluating s(x) on a regular grid and con-
volving explicitly.

It is convenient if the polynomial term of ss(x) remains un-
changed; i.e. it equates to p(x). For a 3D biharmonic RBF, the
polynomial term is linear; i.e. p(x) = a · x + b, in which case

M
∑

j=1

hjp(x − lj) =
M
∑

j=1

hj [a · (x − lj) + b] (4.3)

which equals p(x) if
∑

j

hj = 1 and
∑

j

hjlj = 0 (4.4)

One can also think of this approach as being equivalent to replac-
ing the basic function Φ(x) with a smoother basic function Ψ(x),
as in Equation (3.1), but where

Ψ(x) =
M
∑

j=1

hjΦ(x − lj) (4.5)

Figure 9: Discrete triangle filter weights for 3 × 3 × 3 kernel.

Consider the 27 sample triangular kernel h(x) whose weights
hj are shown in Figure 9 and whose lj lie on a 3x3x3 grid cen-
tred at 0 with spacing L. In Figure 10 we have plotted Ψ(x, 0, 0),
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Implicit smoothing

c =5mm c =10mm c =20mm

Spline smoothing

ρ = 0.005 ρ = 0.025 ρ = 0.1

Figure 7: Comparison of implicit smoothing (low pass filtering) and spline smoothing techniques.

as defined in Equation (4.5). For comparison, we have also plot-
ted the multiquadric basic function for c = 1. We have chosen L
such that Ψ has the same value as the multiquadric at the origin,
i.e., Ψ(0) = c. Evaluating Equation (4.5) at 0 for this kernel gives
Ψ(0) = 1

64
(8
√

3 + 24
√

2 + 24)L = 1.12L. Setting Ψ(0) = c
gives L = 0.9c. The similarity suggests that the discrete triangle
filter is reasonable approximation to the multiquadric h3,1 smooth-
ing kernel in Figure 4(b). Indeed, the result obtained for smoothing
the fish data set in Figure 6 with L = 9mm (Figure 11) is very
similar to that using the multiquadric in Figure 7 for c = 10mm.

Figure 10: Plot of Ψ(x, 0, 0), a cross-section through the discrete
basic function (red) formed by summing 27 biharmonic basic func-
tions (dashed) weighted by the coefficients of the 3 × 3 × 3 kernel
in Figure 9. The blue plot is the comparable multiquadric.

If h(x) consists of delta functions on a regular grid of spacing
∆, then h(x) can be viewed as a sampled version of a continuous
kernel h(x). Thus, a result equivalent to convolving an RBF with
some desired continuous kernel h(x) could be achieved with this
method by using the sampled version h(x). However, in doing so

Figure 11: Smoothing using a discrete approximation to the multi-
quadric smoothing kernel.

the sample spacing ∆ must be chosen to ensure that s ? h is an
adequate approximation to s ? h. The effect of sampling h(x) is
the repetition of its spectrum H(u) in the frequency domain. As-
suming band-limited signals, Figure 12 graphically depicts the sam-
pling criterion to avoid aliasing (overlap between the RBF spectrum
and the repeated H(u) spectrum). We generalise this idea by not-
ing that although S(u) (the spectrum of the RBF s(x)) and H(u)
may have infinite extent, in practice each will have some frequency
beyond which the energy is negligible, and these limits are denoted
uS and uH respectively. Consequently, if ∆ is chosen such that
1/∆ >> uS + uH , then aliasing is reduced and so s ? h is a rea-
sonable approximation of s ? h.

It is worthwhile noting the extra computational cost of evaluat-
ing the RBF ss(x) (Eq. 4.2) over that of evaluating s(x). To evalu-
ate an RBF comprising N centres by the fast methods described in
[Carr et al. 2001] requires O(N log N) flops for setup, then O(1)
flops per evaluation. Therefore the setup phase incurs extra compu-
tational cost, but the subsequent evaluation at each point does not.
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(a) Artificial ‘distance’ data (b) Isosurface of RBF fitted to
noise-free data

(c) Isosurface of RBF fitted to
noisy data

(d) Isosurfacing noisy data with
implicit smoothing

Figure 8: Illustration of implicit LPF smoothing with artificial data.

(a) Continuous kernel h(x)

and sampled kernel h(x)

(b) Spectrum of RBF S(u) and
the sampled kernel H(u)

Figure 12: Establishing the sampling criterion for a discretely sam-
pled smoothing kernel h(x).

Although not quite so convenient as substituting a multiquadric
for the basic function during an RBF evaluation (Section 3.1), this
discrete approach offers the possibility of specifying an arbitrary
kernel. For example, an asymmetric kernel can be used, which
may be desirable when reconstructing surfaces from laser range
data where range noise and pointing (azimuth and elevation) errors
differ. Furthermore, a spatially varying kernel may be implemented
by varying the weights and/or the positions of the delta functions
throughout space. This could be useful for preserving sharp edges
and corners. Figure 13 shows the result of using the kernel in Fig-
ure 9, but spatially varying L between 0 and 10mm.

Figure 13: Example of a spatially varying smoothing kernel. The
spacing L of the 3x3x3 kernel increases across the figure from 0 at
left (no smoothing) to 10mm at right (maximum smoothing).

5 Discussion

Implicit smoothing offers a very convenient way to filter irregularly
sampled 3D data where Fourier techniques have otherwise been re-
stricted to regularly sampled (gridded) data. The concept of linear
filtering is simpler than spline smoothing and the controlling param-
eter, the cut-off frequency or filter width, has a clear physical mean-

ing. Table 2 compares timings for smoothed and non-smoothed
mesh generation from RBF models fitted to LIDAR scans. The
cost of performing a smooth evaluation with basic function substi-
tution is approximately two to three times that of a standard RBF
evaluation. However, this cost is relatively invariant to the amount
of smoothing, i.e., the value of c (the approximate width of the
smoothing kernel).

High frequencies, irrespective of their origin (whether due to
noise or genuine structure in the data) are globally attenuated by
a low pass filter. Consequently, sharp edges and corners can be ex-
pected to be chamfered (smoothed) just as high frequency features
due to noise are. However, with our implicit smoothing methods it
is possible to locally vary the amount of smoothing when evaluat-
ing an RBF and so genuine edges could be preserved by reducing
smoothing in their vicinity. [Dinh et al. 2001] demonstrate such a
strategy for preserving edges in their work.

5.1 Data reduction

Unlike methods which apply smoothing during fitting, no reduction
in the number of RBF centres occurs when using implicit smooth-
ing. The ability to vary smoothing when evaluating an RBF implies
that the RBF retains all the detail of the raw data. However, data
reduction can be achieved for any particular amount of smoothing
by fitting a second RBF to the implicitly-smoothed data using a
‘greedy’ algorithm as in [Carr et al. 2001]. First an ‘exact-fit’ RBF
is evaluated at the original data points using implicit smoothing. A
second RBF is then fitted to these smoothed values using a ‘greedy’
algorithm resulting in fewer centres. Fewer centres means subse-
quent evaluations are much faster. Figure 14 illustrates low pass
filtering of an RBF fitted to a LIDAR scan of a statue. Fitting a new
RBF reduces the 457,586 centres of the original fit to 45,988 and
28,950 respectively for the smoothed data.

5.2 Aliasing

An advantage of a mathematical model, such as an RBF, is that
we can evaluate (i.e., sample) it at any resolution. However, to
avoid aliasing artifacts, the RBF should first be bandlimited to half
the sampling frequency (the Nyquist limit) as with any other sig-
nal. Employing implicit smoothing during mesh evaluation, with
the smoothing parameter c (the kernel width) set approximately to
the mesh resolution, is an elegant solution to this problem.

5.3 Discrete approximation

The interesting possibilities raised by the discrete approximation
discussed in Section 4 warrant further exploration. This would ben-
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Figure Number of Number of Time to isosurface
centres faces No smoothing (s) 10mm smoothing (s) 20mm smoothing (s)

Fish (Fig.6) 89,996 604,382 456 1367 1359
Stone King (Fig.14) 457,586 121,348 193 391 400

Table 2: Timings for smooth surface evaluations compared to timings without smoothing conducted on a 550MHz PIII.

efit from a customised evaluator that can efficiently manage the
number of extra centres arising from sampling large kernels. Pre-
sumably, the symmetry within a kernel and the local repetition of
the added centres can be exploited in this respect.

5.4 Outliers

Real-world data may exhibit occasional outliers or shot noise. This
can be acknowledged in the RBF fitting process by introducing
a confidence parameter which allows a small percentage of the
strongest (i.e., most difficult to achieve) fitting constraints to be ig-
nored. We have found that enforcing, say 95-99% of the constraints
generally results in faster fitting times with little, if any, visible dif-
ference to the resulting surface. This approach is relevant to both
low pass filtering and spline smoothing. All figures in this paper,
however, were generated with 100% of constraints being enforced.

(a) c=10mm, 45,988 centres (b) c=20mm, 28,950 centres

Figure 14: Removing unwanted detail from a surface reconstructed
from LIDAR data with low pass filtering and then fitting an RBF
with fewer centres to the smoothed data.

6 Conclusions

The LPF approach presented in this paper addresses the difficulties
of traditional spline-smoothing when fitting RBFs to noisy data,
namely, the computational requirements and the lack of an intu-
itive control parameter. We have shown that the substitution of a
smoother basic function during RBF evaluation is, in special cases,
equivalent to convolution with a LPF. This results in an elegant and
computationally efficient approach to smoothing noisy surface data
due to the applicability of fast numerical methods. The success of
LPF depends on the degree to which noise can be discriminated
from genuine signal (the actual surface shape) based on frequency
content alone. Unlike spline smoothing and approximation tech-
niques which apply when fitting an RBF to noisy data, our implicit
implementation allows a posteriori smoothing of the RBF to suit
the desired level of detail required when generating a mesh from
the RBF.

Finally, it should be noted that low pass filtering is not just rele-
vant to reconstructing surfaces, but applicable to any scattered 3D

data distribution modelled by an RBF. Indirectly, we have shown
that Fourier signal processing methods are applicable to irregularly
sampled data.
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